Undergraduate Students’ Ideological and Moral Education Work in New Situation
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Abstract: Students are the future and hope of the nation under the new situation Moral education is the bounden duty of universities. Against this background, this theme is about literature research, then experiment test, also from research in our province, after analysis. In this context, this paper documents the main research method to research, experimental study, research, self-introspection, supplemented by empirical research methods, through from analysis to synthesis, from the abstract to the concrete ways of thinking and teaching with the daily educational. Encountered in the Moral practical problems, the new situation, Moral Education and the correlation analysis. The paper back on how important the university students’ ideological and moral education is, the information must accurately grasp the students’ thinking, then analysis it, put forward own idea about how to push students’ ideological and moral education.
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1 Introduction

Cultivating the party's congress standing qualified builders of socialism with Chinese characteristics and reliable successors strategic level clearly mobilize all sectors of society to do the work of ideological and moral education objectives and tasks. This reflects the work of the Party attaches great importance to the students to express the party will carry on the party and state to ensure that the political stance, reflecting the party's national destiny and future of the country's foresight. Comrade hu jintao once pointed out that our country not only in the development of the important period of strategic opportunities, also in social contradictions period currently, we must strengthen the social management, in the final analysis is to strengthen the management and service for people. He also pointed out the talents cultivation in China for the next period played a pivotal role. University Road, in the Ming Mingde. Students are the future and hope of the nation, as the party's assistant and reserve force, under the new situation Moral education is the bounden duty of universities.

2 Deeply realize that reinforce students' ideological and moral education is very meaningful

Students are the main force in the 21st century; they have the mission of building Socialism with Chinese characterizes. How are their ideology and moral developing, relate to our Chinese nation’s whole quality, relater to Party’s work.

2.1 Students’ ideology and moral developing work relate to the whole country and nations’ future

Once President Hu said, rebuild and increase ideological and moral education work for young people, always is important for our country in our international work, and is always make sure build well-off society, so that accomplish modernization, make sure accomplish its developing of the Socialism with Chinese Characteristics. The developing of the graduate students is a team which is strongly social
influence in the new century, revolutionize, intellectualize and specialization. It is going to be a meaningful team for the whole Chinese nation. During this society background which is full of challenge and competition, but still with chance, how to help the students to perform their advantage, to achieve the value of life. The special mission and challenge has already been entrusted during the 17th CPC National Congress. The universities should do the best the students’ ideological and moral education work, in order to create a healthy and well social environment, improve students’ understanding for this area, also help for administer our country and party.

2.2 Students’ ideology and moral developing work relate to the main idea of Scientific Outlook on developing
“Human centered” is the main idea in the scientific outlook on developing, people’s all-around developing is the character of the harmonious society in socialism. Karl Heinrich Marx and Friedrich Engels said, on one said, people will receive more and more freedom in the coming developing, it basic on the society situation that basic on the everyone’s freedom and developing; on the other hand, only if a person with wholly developed, he can improve on the area of productivity, technology. Thoughts before action, with excellent ideological and ethical standards are the pre-requirement for university students. Only if it improved, the point which young people living in the atmosphere and also can living with nature, society. So, as main points with university students, try to build ideological fundamental in the harmonious society so that the university students can work into it, and during the situation and the atmosphere all those can train the students to be the faithful practitioner.

2.3 Students’ ideology and moral developing work relate to the shortcut of building harmonious society
Strengthen socialism ideological and moral build, is the key link in developing advantaged cultural. Harmonious cultural is the important spiritual support for the whole Chinese people. In the 17th CPC National Congress, President Hu said, in this times, cultural is the important fountain to agglomerate the nation all together, enrich the spiritual cultural is becoming our people’s hope. We have to keep on the way of working direction for advantage socialism cultural, upsurge people’s new national character and spirit. Strengthened advantaged cultural building; satisfy students’ cultural requirement is the target in the harmonious university. Ideological and moral education is the way to build socialism, no this education and support, no harmonious society building. It has to in progress with the main idea of socialism value system’s ideology education, so that to help improve their ideology and moral ability, to build the idea of harmonies, and then it can bring the young people go into the advantaged team, so that to carry forward the national culture and propagate it.

3 Correctly seize the students’ ideological and moral current situation
Do a good job in this area, the best point is to correctly seize the current situation, and otherwise it can not work forward by the time.

3.1 Correctly seize the main trend
Through the survey, most of the students’ ideological and moral quality is ok, most of the students’ love the motherland, love their hometown, with their own ideals; with wide range of knowledge, and strong ability to acceptable; being active. All those shows that their strongly abilities of creative; and they can tell right from wrong and have different grade to judge pretty and ugly; all these are conservative, green and efficiency.

3.2 Be careful with the shortcomings objective
The students in many of the ways have problems in six areas, especially living ways, logical ways, values and so one got lots of problems; some of the problem they dilute ideals and believes, with not
strong spiritual support, they do not have nation, group concept, have no idea what is right or wrong, pretty or not; all they want to do is to have comfortable live. Second, some of the students lack of ideal, with short eyes, just with the fame and wealth. Third, the students lack of sense of dedicates, thinking, doing can not plan with the whole problem and the long-term interest but just personal interests, all they have to do is for their interests. Fourth, some of them have strong ideas to compare with each other. Fith, social problems include the schools strong and strong, sixth, as families’ revenue have large difference, and the students’ ideas have large difference as well. One feels that positive, and hard working, fighting forever; the other just enjoy the happiness, and lazy.

3.3 With comprehensive analysis
The reasons with all the problems that mentioned before are complex and many areas, as superficial of the students parts as their ideological and moral education and also the passive of their ideological and moral education, apart of those, the education’s recourses is little simplicity; and also the education’s contents are lag, and the methods are easy. Therefore, completes the students moral education work, does not come easily, but need mobilization universities, family, society and so on various aspects strength, the broad participation and jointly promote.

4 Strengthen the university students' ideological and moral education work

4.1 Give full play to the political advantage, and guide students to familiarity with the facts, the exploration of truth
Ideological and political education should exert superiority; with scientific theory construct the spiritual pillar of the college students. Stick with Deng Xiaoping theory and "three represents" the important thoughts and scientific development armed students, education students, guides the student to establish firmly the for the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation and struggle of common ideal and follow the party walk the road of socialism with Chinese characteristics firm faith, sets up the correct world outlook, the outlook on life and values. Want to construct the socialist core value system as its own duty, among college students vigorously carrying forward the national spirit and the Times spirit, carry out in-depth socialistic honor and disgrace concept education, and guide students to exalt patriotic flags, insist on reform and innovation, understand that RongMing disgrace, understand human reason. We should use Chinese splendid history and China's reform and opening up have brilliant achievements of education encouraging college students, that they correct understanding of the development of human society rule, correct understanding of future for our country, the correct understanding of their social responsibility and sets up the broad ideal and goal.

4.2 Exert position advantage, and guide students in activities aspire to be
One is to make full use of classroom, radio, newspaper and Internet in various publicity fronts to spread advanced culture, shape a better mind, promote social upright, for help students pursue healthy lifestyle and noble moral sentiment build good moral education atmosphere. Secondly, to rely on all kinds of activities in position, major holidays, various activities during the deeply carry out various forms of subject education activity, to help students in fun in spreading traditional virtue, remember revolutionary morality, cultivate the spirit of times. 3 it is to want to use all can use of social resources, establish accords with college students' characteristics and the demands of the era of multi-function education position, form with liangke teaching, classroom teaching based education activity positions to the campus cultural activities as a base to network education as extensions of cultural activities positions to youth volunteer service for auxiliary, make the students' social practice activity for the fulcrum of practice positions, realize the university students' ideological and moral education of all-round effective cover.
4.3 Play team advantages, and guide students in imperceptible into action
College students with shallow social experience and cognitive ability deficient need through scientific moral evaluation, with the moral behavior of rewards and punishments set an example for them. General university teachers to display own intelligence, age, and with college students communicate readily advantage, sets up the model, vigorously scrupulously abide by moral character noble counterweight, denouncing the morals, for students establish amiable and honourable, credible, can learn the moral models, let students learn with an example, cast with directions, super have goals from advanced typical touchable mutual-help deeds and good quality are encouraged, dip in the inner strength, the determination of the ideological recognition outside into action.

4.4 Exert organizing advantage; promote the university students' ideological and moral education socialization
College students' ideological and moral education is involved extensive system engineering. Colleges and universities should play an active network is sound, a relatively complete work system, social intercourse relatively broad organizational advantage-nwcc set all teachers and students together to begin, to the whole people to participate in an education concept of "large, To actively support of each department, promote the establishment of a unified leadership, perfect party committee Dang Zhengqun relaxed discipline. It, relevant departments each its leadership system and work system, try hard to form to school as the main item, take the family as the basis, the community for a trinity of education network platform. Meanwhile, attention should be paid to excavate and integrate social all aspects of education resources, give full play to its education guidance, overall forming students moral education network socialization system of the whole society, the real consensus and rally, and strive to create a university students' ideological and moral education work new situation.

5 Conclusion
With the continuous development of our economy, the rising comprehensive national power, the importance of ideological education of college students increasingly significant. To further strengthen ideological and moral education, improve the university's ideological and moral education of college students function, promoting the effects of ideological and moral education in the new period of socialist construction training high-quality successors is the bounden duty and obligation of University. Strengthen ideological and moral education of the working relationship of the nation's future, establish a people-oriented, Talent concept of social management innovation requirements, is to promote the party and the state of the inevitable requirement of building a socialist harmonious society, an inevitable requirement, reflects the scientific development The core ideas.
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